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Established in 2018, and grounded in 25 years of founder experience, Mireo serves healthcare, research, higher learning, 
and government industries. The Mireo team is committed to empowering clients to excel by delivering innovative solutions 
that create a lasting impact. We take pride in building long-lasting partnerships based on trust and a proven track record of 
delivering results.

ABOUT MIREO

CORE PROCESS IMPROVEMENT CAPABILITIES

• End-to-end process mapping & documentation to visualize current processes, identify  
 bottlenecks, and uncover areas for improvement.

• Gap analysis & prioritization to evaluate and quantify the impact, feasibility, and potential  
 benefits of process changes.

• Identification of redundant systems, overly administrative tasks, and wasted effort.

• Root cause analysis to identify the underlying causes of process inefficiencies, errors, or delays.

• Best-practices-based process redesign to streamline operations, eliminate duplicative efforts,  
 and improve resource utilization.

• Establish Key Performance Indicators that clearly and concisely represent the true drivers of  
 success for your business.

• Develop management processes and systems to support more effective organizational management.

• Create best practices to align operational activities with strategic initiatives.

PROCESS ANALYSIS AND REDESIGN

STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

• Process implementation is customized to meet organizational priorities.

• Stakeholder engagement to gather insights, incorporate diverse perspectives, and ensure  
 alignment in the process analysis and redesign efforts.

• Change management support to facilitate the implementation of new processes within the  
 organization.

• Continuous Improvement Mindset training to encourage ongoing evaluation of processes  
 within everyday workflows and to adapt to evolving needs.

IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT

Mireo’s approach to process improvement is to deliver solutions that significantly increase efficiency and productivity and 
that optimize alignment between resource expenditure and outcomes. We provide in-depth analysis of current workflows 
and identify areas for improvement while staying attuned to each client’s unique preferences and needs.

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT CAPABILITIES

https://www.mireo.net/


DIFFERENTIATORS

PARTNERSHIP
Our team believes in true partnership with our clients. We take the time to listen, ask questions, and understand 
your organization and its culture.

ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
We don’t just offer recommendations—we roll up our sleeves to help you implement them. We believe in equipping 
your team with the tools and knowledge you need to succeed, and we work side-by-side with you to ensure a 
plan’s smooth implementation.

CROSS-DISCIPLINARY INSIGHTS
Our team’s experience spans many industries, including healthcare, higher education, biomedical research, federal 
health research/regulation, publishing, technology, finance, and insurance. We balance a wide perspective with 
deep expertise to guide practical innovations for your organization.

TAILORED SOLUTIONS
Our approach is hands-on and practical. We deliver measurable results that are customized to your organization’s 
specific goals and challenges. Our team is committed to helping you achieve your business objectives in a way that 
makes sense for your unique needs.
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OUTCOMES WE HELP YOU ACHIEVE

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

– We enable data-driven based decision-making by providing senior leadership with greater visibility  
 into performance at the operational level. 

– Our approach gives executives a greater ability to align strategic initiatives with operational and tactical efforts.

– We diligently identify opportunities for waste reduction and cost savings by eliminating unnecessary steps and tasks.

– We help by analyzing, designing, optimizing, and implementing processes that improve productivity at the individual,  
 team, and organizational level.
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